Enhanced total internal reflection using low-index nanolattice materials
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Low-index materials are key components in integrated photonics and can enhance index contrast and improve performance. Such materials can be constructed from porous materials, which generally lack mechanical strength and are difficult to integrate. Here we demonstrate enhanced total internal reflection (TIR) induced by integrating robust nanolattice materials with periodic architectures between high-index media. The transmission measurement from the multilayer stack illustrates a cutoff at about a 60° incidence angle, indicating an enhanced light trapping effect through TIR. Light propagation in the nanolattice material is simulated using rigorous coupled-wave analysis and transfer matrix methods, which agrees well with experimental data. The demonstration of the TIR effect in this Letter serves as a first step towards the realization of multilayer devices with nanolattice materials as robust low-index components. These nanolattice materials can find applications in integrated photonics, antireflection coatings, photonic crystals, and low-k dielectric.
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The material refractive index is the key factor in determining the performance of photonic structures and devices. It is often desirable to have large index contrasts in order to enhance light-matter interactions in photonic structures, such as photonic crystals [1], distributed Bragg reflectors [2], low-loss waveguides [3], and high-Q cavities [4]. Total internal reflection (TIR), a well-known optical phenomenon that occurs when light travels from a high-index to a low-index medium, can also benefit. Governed by the index contrast between the two media, the TIR critical angle can be decreased to enhance light trapping when a low-index material is used. While air is most often used as the low-index medium with \( n_{\text{air}} = 1 \), it is difficult to implement in integrated optical devices consisting of multiple layers. In these cases, a physical layer with a low refractive index is necessary for mechanical support.

Although naturally occurring materials with low refractive indices are limited, there are significant research efforts to artificially create low-index materials close to the index of air. These new materials consist of porous structures through various conventional fabrication techniques, such as oblique deposition [5–9], the sol-gel process [10], and chemical vapor deposition [11]. Due to the air voids, the fabricated porous structures can have effective refractive indices lower than the solid material components. However, such materials typically lack mechanical stability and can induce optical scattering because of the random architectures of the structures. As a result, integrating these porous materials into photonic structures can pose challenges, such as potential structural collapsing and degradation of low-index properties. Our recent work demonstrated a new class of nanolattice materials with periodic architectures using a combination of three-dimensional (3D) nanolithography and atomic layer deposition (ALD) [12]. By controlling the shell thickness, lattice geometry, and material composition, the refractive index of these nanolattices can be designed to be between 1 and 1.3. Compared with random architectures, periodic architectures offer advantages in designing the refractive index, enhancing mechanical stability, and reducing optical scattering. It is also important to note that the nanolattice materials with periodic architectures only need half the amount of materials to show similar mechanical properties, compared with aerogel-like materials consisting of random architectures, as shown in our previous work [12]. With these attractive properties, the nanolattice materials can potentially be suitable materials in integrated multilayer photonic structures. However, in the previous work, the low index was characterized using macroscopic approaches with spectroscopic ellipsometry, and it is not clear how light would propagate in such nanolattice materials.

Here we demonstrate the enhancement of the TIR effect from a multilayer consisting of the low-index nanolattice materials integrated between two high-index media. The transmission of the fabricated sample is characterized experimentally and exhibits a rapid decrease at around 50° incident angle, an indication of critical angle, and the TIR effect. The multilayer system is modeled in rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) and the transfer-matrix (T-matrix) method and agrees with experimental data. The optical images of the nanolattice
materials above the critical angle show a clear image from reflection and none from transmission, which serves as a demonstration of the TIR effect. These results not only confirm the low-index behavior of the nanolattice materials, but also enable their integration into multilayer structures to enhance light trapping for photonic applications.

The TIR effect is a well-known effect that occurs when light passes from a high-index to a low-index medium. The system to be studied is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the nanolattice material on a glass substrate is sandwiched between two polymethylsiloxane (PDMS) half-spheres. When the incident angle \( \theta \) is larger than the critical angle \( \theta_c \), the reflection can reach 100%, and no transmitted light is present. Note that if the nanolattice material has an index higher than PDMS, no TIR would be observed. In this Letter, the occurrence of TIR is examined using nanolattice materials made from \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) with a 16 nm shell thickness using ALD and 3D nanolithography, as described in our previous work [12]. The nanolattice material being studied is shown in the scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 1(b), and has a total film thickness of 1 \( \mu \text{m} \), a period of 500 nm, porosity of 83.1%, and a measured effective index of 1.10.

To characterize the TIR effect of the nanolattice materials, two identical PDMS half-spheres are bonded to either side of the sample. The mixing ratio of PDMS was 10:1 for the base and crosslinker. The holes on the nanolattice materials were capped with a thin PDMS layer, transferred after 6000 rpm spin-coating on a silicon substrate. Then a UV-curable optical adhesive (NOA61, Norland Optical Adhesive) was applied to the two interfaces between the PDMS half-spheres and the nanolattice material. It was found that fast curing under strong UV light can cause large bubbles in the adhesive, which leads the nanolattice material to collapse. Therefore, slow curing was performed under ambient room condition for 10 h. No bubbles were found after the slow curing of optical adhesives. While only the nanolattice material with a 16 nm shell is tested, the measurement method can be applied to other types of nanolattice materials with different shell thicknesses and materials.

The optical transmission of the prepared sample was then measured using both a 633 nm HeNe laser (Model 30995, Research Electro-Optics, Inc.) and a 532 nm solid-state laser (Model 85-GCB-020, Melles Griot). A rotation stage (RSP-1T, Newport Co.) was used to rotate the sample to change incident angles from 0° to 70° with 1° resolution. For incident angles larger than 70°, the illumination area exceeded the area of the nanolattice material; thus, the angles are not considered.

A photodiode detector (Model 918D-UV-OD3, Newport Co.) was used to measure the transmitted light intensity. The transmission for both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations was characterized.

The multilayer stack consisting of the nanolattice material, as shown in Fig. 1(a), was modeled using RCWA [13,14]. The RCWA model was based on a hollow rectangle \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) \((n = 1.63)\) column periodic along both \( x \) and \( y \) directions. The lattice is approximated as a square lattice with a 500 nm period and 16 nm thick \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) shells. The model was constructed so that the resulting effective refractive index based on the calculations from the Maxwell–Garnett effective medium theory [15–17] is approximately equal to that of the fabricated nanolattice material. The top and bottom layer materials are PDMS \((n = 1.40)\) and glass \((n = 1.50)\), respectively, and modeled as semi-infinite media. In addition, a T-matrix method was also used to simulate the structure. The T-matrix method calculates light transmission in multilayered structures using a matrix formulation of wave equations and applying boundary conditions at each interface. The nanolattice material is approximated as a homogeneous film with a uniform refractive index \((n = 1.13)\) in the T-matrix, while the internal structures of the nanolattice materials are taken into account in RCWA. Note that possible collapsing of nanolattice materials can occur during the curing of optical adhesive. As no direct way was found to measure the degree of collapse, calculations revealed that a roughly 30% collapse in terms of structure height was a reasonable estimate to achieve good fitting between experiments and simulations. In accordance with the estimated collapse, a higher refractive index \((n = 1.13)\) was used in the T-matrix modeling, compared with the lower index \((n = 1.10)\) before integration of nanolattice materials.

The transmission measurement and theoretical calculation results for 532 nm and 633 nm wavelengths and both TE and TM polarization states are plotted in Fig. 2. The experimental data were corrected using Fresnel equations to account for reflection losses at the adhesion layers. The reflection losses are small due to a low-index mismatch, and account for 0.1%–1.3% in the 0°–70° angle range, respectively. This offers a direct comparison to theoretical models that were based on the three-layer approximation. The inset in Fig. 2(a) illustrates the simplified model consisting of hollow rectangular tubes used in RCWA. For experimental results, rapid transmission decrease can be observed for all four cases starting from around a 40° incident angle. These results agree with the critical angle of 53.8° calculated from the PDMS and nanolattice indices of 1.40 and 1.13, respectively. Note that the theoretical models show transmission decrease at larger angles near 50°. Despite this disagreement, at roughly 60° incidence, both experimentally measured and theoretically calculated transmission curves approach zero, indicating TIR. The TIR effect is confirmed by the RCWA and the T-matrix, also plotted in Fig. 2 as red and blue lines, respectively. These results demonstrate that TIR can be enhanced by using low-index nanolattice material.

While the experimental data follow the trends predicted by the T-matrix and RCWA, there are mismatches in some areas. The experimental measurements indicate a more gradual, continuous decrease in transmission. This can be attributed to the thickness of the low-index layer, which is similar to the operating wavelength and can lead to the coupling of evanescent waves. Thicker low-index films are thus preferred to achieve
TIR. The modeling results also show intensity oscillation due to thin-film interference effects, and thicknesses and refractive indices of each layer can influence the critical angle and local transmission maximum/minimum. The TE and TM data also display similarities, which is unexpected given the Brewster angle effect shown in the model. This can be attributed to the 3D nature of the nanolattice material, which is not included in the two-dimensional tubular RCWA approximation. The trend mismatches can also be due to the scattering in PDMS, the imperfect shapes of the PDMS half-spheres, and partial and/or non-uniform collapse of nanolattice material structure. However, the existence of these mismatches does not prevent demonstration of the enhanced TIR effect at the predicted critical angle, which is the main focus of this Letter. The role of 3D lattice geometry on TE and TM polarized light will be studied further in future work.

The TIR effect of nanolattice materials can also be visually observed, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Here pictures of nanolattice
materials at 0° and 60° incident angles were taken to observe the reflected and transmitted images from a computer screen (the video of the experiment can be seen in Visualization 1). Due to the image inversion effect of the PDMS ball lens, the image on the computer screen is rotated 180°. For normal incidence at a 0° angle, the virtual image of upright “TIR” letters can be observed in transmission for both the areas with and without nanolattice materials, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Here the nanomaterial does not alter the image since the incident angle is below the TIR critical angle. At a 60° incident angle, however, the image cannot be observed in transmission for the area with nanolattice material to indicate TIR, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that in the area without the nanolattice materials, the letters on the computer display can be observed in transmission since there is no TIR. At the same incident angle, a clear mirror image of “TIR” can be observed in reflection for the area with nanolattice material, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Note that the mirror image can only be observed in the nanolattice material area where TIR occurs, and not in the other areas. These results demonstrate the existence of the enhanced TIR effect using the integrated nanolattice materials. The virtual images formed from reflection and transmission in the area of nanolattice materials are clear, indicating low optical scattering. This is one of the major advantages of nanolattice materials with periodic architectures, and can be applied in integrated photonic devices with low losses.

A potential challenge for integration lies in the fact that the top surface of nanolattice materials is also porous so that direct deposition of other photonic layers is difficult. One work used direct deposition of a thin layer on the porous structure to cover the top surface in order to apply the next photonic structures [5]. However, it requires that the pores on top surface are small enough to prevent the deposited materials from filling the entire structures. Since the nanolattice materials in this Letter have relatively large pores (~200 nm in diameter) on top surface, direct deposition of materials can potentially fill the entire structures. Therefore, a thin PDMS cover layer was used to seal the porous top surface to glue the PDMS half-sphere. Other nanofabrication methods are also currently being investigated to directly create a continuous flat top surface during nanolattice materials fabrication to eliminate cover layers when integrating with other photonic structures. In addition, more studies on the nanolattice will be conducted in terms of material type, porous geometry, height, and scalable manufacturing. These studies will open more possibilities of even lower refractive indices with robust mechanical properties, and new optical phenomena, such as frustrated TIR.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an enhanced TIR effect using nanolattice low-index materials. The nanolattice materials consist of periodic architectures, which serve as a strong mechanical support while possessing a refractive index close to air. Its enhanced mechanical strength allows the integration into multilayer photonic systems, as demonstrated by the successful incorporation of nanolattice materials between PDMS half-spheres. The transmission of the nanolattice materials shows zero transmission at around 60°, confirming the enhanced TIR effect. The measurement and modeling methods developed in this Letter can be readily applied to other nanolattice materials with varied material and geometry types. The demonstration of the enhanced TIR effect is a first step to show the possibility of integrating nanolattice materials into multilayer photonic systems, and paves the way for many potential photonic applications using this new class of low-index materials.
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